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ABSTRACT

Recent events have shown the vulnerability of IT systems of companies, organizations or even governments to
hacker attacks. At the same time, information technologies are becoming increasingly established and important
in various industries (digitalization). With a view to the modern development of terrorism, cyber-attacks can be
used to physically damage critical infrastructures (CI). This leads to a new dimension of cyber-attacks, which
are called terrorist cyber-attacks.
The following research contributes to the identification of weak information technology components of railway
operating systems and thus improves the safety of public transportation in the context of the European railway
traffic management system (ERTMS). The core of this paper is an extended literature research on security flaws
in the ERTMS. The future introduction of a methodology for evaluating the criticality of information technology
system components will build on this using cyber threats and public transportation as examples. Such a method
may serve as a basis for further risk assessments and management measures.
Keywords

Cyber Attack, (Counter-) Terrorism, Vulnerability, European Rail Traffic Management System (ERMTS),
Railway Transport
INTRODUCTION

The threat to railway companies or other CI from cyber-attacks is increasing in the course of the ongoing
digitalization of society and industry (Settanni et al. 2017). In addition to the increasing complexity of attacks,
companies are also becoming increasingly aware of the vulnerability towards cyber threats (German Federal
Office for Information Security 2016). In the years from 2012 to 2017, the probability of becoming a victim of a
cyber-attack - according to the companies surveyed - has risen by around 45 percent.
In the years 2007 to 2010, the Stuxnet attacks have already caused physical damage (Bambauer 2014). The basic
principle of the Stuxnet code is also transferable to other sectors such as energy or transport, since similar
protocols are often used due to industrial standardization (Karnouskos 2011; Lakshminarayana et al. 2016).
Using the Black-Energy code, for example, it was possible in 2015 to successfully attack the Ukrainian
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electricity grid and cause several hours of power outages (Khan et al. 2016). A similar vulnerability to the
Stuxnet attacks has been exploited. However, not only these advanced and highly specific attacks pose a threat
to CI. Large-scale damage to CI has also been caused by comparably unspecific attacks, such as WannaCry in
the recent past. Worth mentioning here are the breakdowns of hospitals of the National Health System in Great
Britain and in the rail traffic of the Deutsche Bahn, but also in many other companies (Volz und Auchard 2017).
The increasing threat posed by cyber-attacks is amplified by increasing digitization of industry and the
associated transport sector (World Economic Forum 2016). With the introduction of the European Rail Traffic
Management System (ERTMS) and its planned components Global System for Mobile CommunicationsRailway (GSM-R) and European Train Control System (ETCS), rail traffic systems are becoming even more
digitally interconnected and thus potentially more susceptible to cyber-attacks.
Therefore, an indicator set is to be developed within the framework of the present work, which can be used to
investigate which components of the ERTMS are particularly susceptible to cyber-attacks and on which factors
this susceptibility is decisively dependent or via which vectors the ERTMS is vulnerable.
METHODOLOGY

Based on an extensive literature research, the threat of cyber-attacks to rail traffic respectively ERTMS is
described in the following sections. For this purpose, potential attackers as well as the types of attacks and the
corresponding threatened protection targets are identified and described. A comprehensive analysis of the
ERTMS and its four essential components GSM-R, ETCS, ETML and INESS follows, which so far have only
been examined individually and not in an integrated context.
The results of the literature research presented will serve as the future basis for adapting and extending the
existing approach for assessing terrorist threats in urban transportation from the German research project "Risks
and costs of terrorist threats to railbound public transportation" (RiKoV). In this context, the existing set of
indicators for assessing the vulnerability of physical infrastructures is to be adapted and extended in order to be
applicable to information technology environments as well. Experts from the public transportation sector are to
be involved in this development process in order to develop a tool for information technology risk assessment
and management that is as close-to-practice as possible.
CYBER THREAT AND INFORMATION SECURITY

Rail transport is an attractive and soft target for terrorist attacks (Strandberg 2013; Strandh 2017) due to its
importance for the functioning of society and the economy (World Economic Forum 2016). The reason for this
is, among other things, the comparatively simple availability of the necessary technical means of attack and the
poor traceability to a specific attacker. This also makes cyber-attacks a potential tool for asymmetric warfare
(Bens 2011). The following section therefore describes the threat to rail traffic from cyber-attacks by various
attackers and the associated protection goals and risks.
Attacker types

The threats to rail transport posed by cyber-attacks can be manifold. Generally, cyber-attackers can be assigned
to five categories:
a.

b.

Unsatisfied employees or other internal attacker (recruited for this purpose):
•

majority of cyber-attacks from the inside until 2001 (Diaz-Gomez et al. 2011; McLaughlin et
al. 2016), since then increasing activity of external attackers (Nicholson et al. 2012)

•

threat can be much greater, since internal attackers have no barriers to pass/remain invisible,
since they are legally present in the system

•

principle of perimeter protection is only partially applicable (Diaz-Gomez et al. 2011;
Nicholson et al. 2012)

Governmental or state-affiliated organizations:
•

must overcome security barriers, which requires appropriate expertise, sufficient time,
adequate financial/human resources

•

resources are available to an almost unlimited extent (Nicholson et al. 2012)

•

future conflicts may include cyber-war scenarios (Robinson et al. 2015), as cyber-attacks
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allow to remain undetected/exploit ambiguities in international law (Bens 2011).
•
c.

d.

e.

usually have a political component

Cybercriminals:
•

increasingly important factor (German Federal Office for Information Security 2016)

•

typically based on enrichment intent (Robinson et al. 2015).

•

scenarios typically include identity/data theft and selling of data as well as extortion - for
example by data encryption.

•

codes and exploits can either be self-developed with appropriate expertise or purchased

•

development of dark web markets fosters the availability of tools for technically less skilled
criminals (Persi Paoli et al. 2017)

Cyberterrorists:
•

increased exchange between cybercriminals/cyberterrorists called Crime-Terror-Nexus
(Makarenko 2012)

•

favors the development/acquisition of expertise and secures the financing of terrorist groups

•

European Police Office warns of growing threat from cyberterrorism, possibly accompanied
by conventional terrorist attacks (European Police Office 2016)

Hacktivists and hobby hackers:
•

no financial background/technical expertise for the acquisition/development of exploits

•

fall back on freely available software/carry out largely automated attacks (Nicholson et al.
2012)

•

can cause considerable damage (Baker 2008) if appropriate security measures are not in place

Protection goals

In order to ensure information security in computer systems, the three basic principles of confidentiality,
integrity and availability must be guaranteed. These basic protection goals can be extended to include
authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation and reliability of information. (Bedner and Ackermann 2010; Bless
et al. 2005; Eckert 2014; DIN ISO/IEC 27000:2017)

Figure 1. Basic and extended protection goals of information technology (Source: Author according to
DIN ISO/IEC 27000:2017)
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Table 1. Protection goals of information technology
Protection goal

Description

Confidentiality

making information accessible only to authorized and protecting it from
unauthorized access

Integrity

assurance of authenticity/completeness of the particular values

Availability

usability of a subject/information by an authorized user at any time

Authenticity

ensuring that the information actually represents what it claims to be
and the verifiability of it

Accountability

traceability of the responsibility for the origin and treatment of the
information

Non-Repudiation

ability to prove events/trace them back to a place of origin without this
being denied in retrospect

Reliability

ensuring that the intended behavior that triggers an information is
consistent with the results

From a legal point of view, operators of CI in Germany are only obliged to take precautions to avoid
disturbances of the availability, integrity, authenticity and confidentiality of their IT-systems to ensure the
proper functioning of the CI (Section 8a (1). Law on the German Federal Office for Information Security).
However, these precautionary measures are not specified; the concrete definition of protection goals is thus
incumbent on the companies and is therefore part of each companies´ internal IT security policy. This gives
companies the opportunity to define different levels of achievement and almost inevitably leads to different
levels of security.
For application in the context of rail transport as CI, it can be assumed that compliance with the basic protection
goals and the extended protection goals must always be demanded.
Threats and types of attacks

Information security is exposed to a variety of threats, each of which aims to compromise one or more of the
aforementioned protection goals (Robinson et al. 2015). These threats to the protection goals can be divided into
unintended threats from natural hazards, external influences or human error and intentional threats. The last
form includes both active and passive cyber-attacks by the various attackers, as well as physical and combined
forms of attacks that allow access to information technology.
This results in characteristic types of attacks with which the attacker's individual target is to be achieved through
the impairment of one or more protection goals. In cyber-physical systems - such as rail traffic – the attack
options can be divided into six different types according to Orojloo and Azgomi (2015):
a.

Attacks against the truthfulness of the sensor data before it is read: e. g. manipulation of the sensor
calibration or environmental parameters, so that the sensor delivers false data.

b. Attacks on the integrity of the measured or transmitted sensor data and control signals: e. g.
manipulation of the communication between sensor and control unit or control unit and actuator, so that
the transmitted data are modified.
c.

Attacks on the availability of sensor data and control signals: e. g. flooding with requests, so that the
sensor or control unit is overloaded.

d. Attacks on the control instructions: e. g. exchanging the instructions of the control unit so that it
contains incorrect limit values.
e.

Attack on the human-machine interface: e. g. manipulation of the operator display so that the operator
makes a faulty decision.
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Combined attacks: all the above-mentioned attack types can be combined and varied almost arbitrarily.

Further classification approaches differentiate between the attacked or affected domains in physical and cyberside (Orojloo and Azgomi 2015). All types of attacks have in common that the attacker must have acquired a
very detailed knowledge of the physical-technical and IT processes, protocols and interfaces in the attacking
system to execute his attack successfully.
The threat of cyber-attacks poses various risks to a railway transport operator. Successful cyber-attacks can lead
to considerable financial losses and damage to the companies´ image (German Federal Office for Information
Security 2016; Nicholson et al. 2012). Most serious, however, are possible physical effects, which can be caused
by a cyber-attack (Robinson et al. 2015).
INTRODUCTION TO THE ERTMS

One of the European Union's political objectives is the creation of trans-European rail networks which form the
basis of the European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS). The ERTMS consists of four main
components: the train communication system Global-System for Mobile Communication-Railway (GSM-R), the
train control system European Train Control System (ETCS), the traffic management system European Traffic
Management Layer (ETML) and the Integrated European Signaling System (INESS). However, the
implementation of these sub-components has progressed to varying degrees so far (European Commission
2006).
GSM-R train communication system

GSM-R is largely based on the established mobile communications standard GSM. As the GSM network is only
to be supported by network operators until 2030, efforts to develop a successor standard are currently being
intensified (International Union of Railways 2016).
The GSM-R network is a cellular network, whereby the radio cells can have different geographical dimensions
due to radio field attenuation and for capacity reasons. Usually they range from 7-15 km along the railway
tracks (He et al. 2016) whereas in tunnels, they are usually reduced to 1-2 km (Kastell et al. 2006). The radio
cells are uniquely identifiable. In addition to the features and specifications available in the public GSM
network, the GSM-R network has a number of additional requirements, which take into account the special
demands of rail traffic. The architecture of the GSM-R network is thus very similar to that of the GSM network
and has only been extended by a few components (Winter 2009). General information regarding GSM
architecture and functionality can be found in Eckert (2014) and Ruesche et al. (2008).
The GSM-R network and the network subscribers are protected by two essential security mechanisms: Network
authentication and encryption of communication. A uniquely assigned subscriber identity module (SIM) is
required for each handset in order to take part in the GSM-R network. Each handset is additionally uniquely
identifiable via a device number. If a handset tries to establish a connection to the network, a personal
identification number must be entered, and the device number must be registered as valid. The handset is then
identified using a challenge-response procedure. (International Union of Railways 2015; Sorge et al. 2013;
Winter 2009) This challenge-response procedure uses various keys, some of which are transmitted in plain text
via the air interface. Once the connection is established, the communication is encrypted with a 64 bit key.
(Eckert 2014)
Pre-computed tables allow the keys to be broken within a few minutes, especially since the keys are partially
used for several days and 64-bit encryption is no longer a sufficient protection for the computing power
available today (Barkan et al. 2008; Nohl und Paget 2009). This vulnerability also offers the possibility of
"hijacking" the attacked handset, i. e. redirecting the data traffic destined for a handset (Barkan et al. 2008;
Golde et al. 2013). Physical access to the SIM opens up numerous other possibilities for side-channel attacks,
including cloning of the SIM (Brienco et al. 1998; Pagliusi 2002; Rao et al. 2002).
Since only one-way authentication of the handset takes place on the network, but not vice-versa, base stations
can be imitated in an unauthorized manner (Eckert 2014; Sorge et al. 2013). The cryptographically unprotected
backbone as well as the signaling channel and the update over the air (OTA) function lead to further
shortcomings (International Union of Railways 2015; Sorge et al. 2013). Like all wireless networks, GSM-R is
exposed to the threat of intentional jamming, parallel to the already existing frequency overlaps and bottlenecks
in channel availability (He et al. 2016; Lindström 2012; Mili et al. 2013; Ruesche et al. 2008; Sniady and Soler
2012).
European Train control system (ETCS)
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To improve the interoperability of trains, it is intended to replace the 20 different national train control systems
throughout Europe with one ETCS. The ETCS also consists of several components, which can be differentiated
into track-side and on-board infrastructure. Both components communicate with each other via air interfaces and
will be implemented in three levels. The track-side infrastructure comprises the radio block centers (RBC)
connected via GSM-R, which monitor the position of trains and form the interface to the interlockings issuing
the movement authorities. These movement authorities are transmitted to the train´s ETCS on-board computer
via beacons in the tracks or via GSM-R (Winter 2009).
Since security-relevant data, such as movement authorities, are transmitted via the ETCS, the integrity and
authenticity of this data is especially sensitive. Therefore, this data is particularly protected by a cryptographic
message authentication code. For this purpose, the triple data encryption standard is used in block cipher mode
according to ISO 9797-1 MAC Algorithm 3 (ISO/IEC 9797-1). The keys required for this are generated in a key
management center and brought to the handsets by couriers on physical storage devices (DB Netz AG 2014). In
order to register a train, these keys must be exchanged between the handset and RBC using a challenge-response
method with pseudo-random numbers. The connection is also encrypted after establishment, only emergency
messages are excluded from this procedure. In order to make messages distinguishable in the ETCS, they
receive a time stamp and sometimes require an acknowledgement of receipt. (Chothia et al. 2017; DB Netz AG
2014; European Railway Agency et al. 2016a; Ruiter et al. 2016; Union Industry of Signalling 2015a, 2015c;
Winter 2009)
The transmission of messages from the beacons in the track can also be safety-relevant, so that these should be
secured. Each beacon has an individual number and "knows" its successor beacon. This information is
transmitted by induction when passing over the beacon. (European Railway Agency et al. 2016b; Union
Industry of Signalling 2015b)
In addition to the security issues in the GSM-R network, shortcomings can also be found in the ETCS. Although
the triple data encryption standard is still considered relatively secure, an attacker could search for collisions in
the message authentication codes and thus deduce the key. Since the algorithm CBC-MAC is based on a 3DES
encryption and this encryption uses three different keys KS1, KS2 and KS3, of which KS1 is used in each DES
encryption round, in combination with the knowledge that two messages in EURORADIO with the same MAC
have the same input for the last 3DES block, a conclusion can now be drawn for KS1. In a conceptual proof, it
has already been shown that forged movement authorities can be sent to the train that it accepts. Since the
emergency messages are not protected it is possible to use faked emergency messages to induce unintentional
emergency braking (Chothia et al. 2017).
Furthermore, the pseudo-random numbers used to establish the connection are a possible starting point for
attacks. If the random number generator is not cryptographically secure, the number generated by it can be
calculated in advance if necessary, thus establishing an impermissible connection to the train, in which the
attacker acts like an RBC, since the random numbers of train and RBC are transmitted at least once in plain text
(Lopez and Aguado 2015).
The systematics of the key distribution by physical data carrier makes it particularly susceptible to social
engineering. Since the keys are delivered manually on a physical data carrier, distributing the keys to the
individual trains is correspondingly cumbersome and time-consuming. This can result in railway companies
using few keys for large train fleets in order to reduce the effort. Furthermore, the use of a key over a longer
period of time is favored by the complex procedure (DB Netz AG 2014; Lopez and Aguado 2015).
The introduction of the time stamp is intended to prevent a message from being sent multiple times, but the
procedure is only used after the connection has been established, not during this process, so that it remains
vulnerable to replay attacks. Furthermore, the recipient of a message must decrypt it first and check the MAC
before the correctness of the attached time stamp can be checked. This could serve as a possible starting point
for an attack with the aim of compromising availability. For this purpose, old messages can be resent that would
be rejected by the system but increase workload, possibly resulting in system performance limitations. The
messages do not have to be decrypted by the attacker, as their content is of no interest in this case, which is why
EURORADIO does not offer a protective function. The only protection against this form of attack consists only
of GSM-R encryption, which - as shown in the previous section - can be broken comparatively easily (Lopez
and Aguado 2015).
Other forms of attack are physical replacement or modification of beacons or - since the ETCS depends on the
GSM-R network - intentional jamming of the network (Mili et al. 2013).
European Train Management Layer ETML and signaling system INESS

The ETML aims to standardize the interfaces between railway companies so that the exchange of operational
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data is possible, especially for cross-border train connections. The system will allow data to be shared between
participating railway undertakings in terms of position, expected schedule, delay information and reasons, and
estimated arrival times. These data are sent directly from the respective national operations centers to ETML
headquarters in Vienna/Austria. The prepared data is available for all railway companies through a web
interface via virtual private network access after registration (Winter 2009).
The aim of the INESS is to develop a uniform data format and a standard of requirements for interlocking
systems. Since the interlocking transmits movement authorities via the RBC to the trains, controls the track
switches or establishes direct communication with the drivers via GSM-R, the interlocking is highly securityrelevant. The interlocking computer forms the interface between the dispatcher and the track-side ETCS
equipment and RBC and consists of two independently operating computers (Deutsche Bahn AG 2016). They
process the data entered by the dispatcher and pass their results on to a comparator, which checks whether the
results match, after which the safety-relevant switching process is carried out. The display on the screens is also
generated and calibrated by two computers. If there is no match, the display starts flashing and shows the lack of
signal security. In addition, a second configuration with two computers or more computer is provided as hot
standby (Fendrich and Fengler 2013; Maschek 2013).
Since INESS-compliant interlockings are still in development, it is only possible to draw general conclusions on
security issues. In addition to the susceptibility to attacks by means of social engineering, attacks by introducing
infected hardware - also by insiders - are conceivable. Attacks can also directly target the integrity and
authenticity of the circuit diagrams displayed, the forwarding of switching commands and, last but not least, the
availability of the entire interlocking system (Gordeychik und Timorin 2015).
CRITICALITY ASSESSMENT

The vulnerabilities described in the previous sections must be evaluated with regard to their criticality in a
subsequent step using criteria. These criteria must be developed in close consultation with information
technology experts and with the public transportation authorities. The intended methodology is based on a
methodology developed as part of the RiKoV research project. Within the framework of RiKoV, a methodology
for scenario-based vulnerability and risk assessment of terrorist threats was developed at the Cologne University
of Applied Sciences in cooperation with the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Brauner 2017). This
methodology will be briefly introduced in the following section.
INTRODUCTION OF THE RIKOV METHOD

Vulnerability in RiKoV is determined using a semi-quantitative approach, which evaluates the effect of
preventive security measures according different scenarios and the hazard category of the target object. These
two factors then determine the scenario-specific vulnerability of a target in a public transportation system.
This approach has been designed in order to be applicable to different target objects, which makes it suitable for
a transfer into this research. The system to be considered was defined with its direct environment as an
observation space and evaluated for the four aspects of performance, structure, environment and time with a
number of indicators.
These indicators can be rated with one to three points each and then add up to a risk score. This score is between
the minimum of 11 and the maximum of 33 points (cf. Table 2) and will then be ranked in one of seven hazard
categories using Table 3, whereby category 1 is the highest hazard category and category 7 the lowest. The
numerical value of the hazard category is then used in a formula to calculate the vulnerability of the target object
in combination with the qualitative effectiveness of selected preventive security measures in the environment
(Brauner et al. 2014).
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Table 2. Indicators for the determination of hazard categories (Brauner et al. 2014)
Aspect

Hazard indicator
1

2

3

Performance

Number of travelers (per day)

Low

Medium

High

Number of trains in service

Low

Medium

High

1 floor

2 floors

>2 floors

Tunnels

Non-Existence

-

Existence

Bridges

Non-Existence

-

Existence

Geographic peculiarities (river, mountain, …)

None

-

Existence

Supply facilities (electricity, consumables, …)

None

-

Existence

Special buildings with symbolic effect
(cultural, political, religious)

None

-

Existence

Direct airport connection (area proximity)

None

-

Existence

Local attack relevance (official warnings,
assessments by Federal Agencies)

None

Medium

High

Major events (high fluctuation in the number
of travelers)

None

Rare

Frequent

Composition

Environment

Time

Score

Number of floors

Total score:

Min./Max.: 11/33 points

Table 3. Hazard categories (Brauner et al. 2014)
Hazard category

Total score

7

11 – 13

6

14 – 16

5

17 – 19

4

20 – 22

3

23 – 25

2

26 – 29

1

30 – 33

Hazard

Hazard

Since the RiKoV approach presented above with its indicators only refers to physical infrastructures, it is
necessary to develop a new set of indicators for assessing the vulnerability of information technology systems.
This forthcoming work will be carried out in consultation with public transport operators and information
security experts. The results of the literature research presented in this paper and the deficiencies found in
ERTMS provide the necessary theoretical basis for such research.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The authors demonstrate that, although numerous security measures have been implemented in the ERTMS,
there are still some security problems and correspondingly vital threats to the protection targets. These have so
far only been investigated separately and not yet described for the entire ERTMS. The extension and adaptation
of the current RiKoV approach will therefore be a first step towards a comprehensive systemic vulnerability
assessment for cyber-attacks on the ERTMS.
When developing a set of indicators, it should be noted that the selected criteria can provide a holistic picture of
vulnerability and that the weighting takes into account the needs of end-users. In addition, the evaluation of the
security flaws identified in this paper has to be carried out by experts in a real application-scenario and
corresponding ambiguities need to be clarified in a panel discussion among experts. The practical application on
the basis of a real example, taking into account the existing security measures, may be considered in cooperation
with the Cologne Public Transportation Services.
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